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his books) was unreachable. It is only in mid-
dle age that Arthur finds an accommodation
with love but only by accepting that loving is
like licking honey off a thorn. Readers, pro-
pelled by Julian Evans’s silky-smooth trans-
lation, will find the ride in Déon’s balloon
exhilarating.

DAVID  COWARD
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John McPhee

THE CROFTER AND THE LAIRD

170pp. Daunt Books. Paperback, £9.99.

978 1 907970 91 7

As the story of an American’s quest to
recover his Scottish roots, this book

could easily have descended into cliché. But
as the poet Iain Crichton Smith pointed out in
a review of the original edition in 1969, John
McPhee manages to be “neither sentimental
nor judgmental” in the portrayal of his ances-
tral highland home. Documenting a year on
the Hebridean isle of Colonsay, The Crofter

and the Laird reads like a well-executed piece
of social anthropology. 

McPhee – who is best known for his “fact”
writing at the New Yorker, as well as the Pulit-
zer Prize-winning geological history of
America, Annals of a Former World (1998) –
studies a community of 138 people divided
into “two castes”: the “crofters and farmers”

on one side and “the permanently unestab-
lished establishment” on the other. When
Crichton Smith said of McPhee that he avoids
sentimentality, it has to do with his even-
handed portrayal of both parties. 

The book is as much taken up with Donald
Gibbie, an industrious crofter with “a frown
on his face, and a look of felt responsibility in
his eyes”, as it is with the Toad of Toad Hall-
like laird who owns the island. If the locals
complain that this “absentee landlord . . .
thinks he’s the cat’s pyjamas”, McPhee
gently understands his “preoccupations with
places other than Colonsay” as belying a gen-
uine concern for his tenants’ welfare. Rather
than a tired contrast of Sassenach versus
Scott, we are shown the difficulties of main-
taining an outmoded system that aims at
“protecting people from the terrors of the
eighteenth century”, but ends up “isolating
them from the twentieth”. Medieval feudal-
ism, McPhee explains, has lived on in the
Hebrides to ensure “no repetition of the
Highland clearances should ever occur”.

McPhee offers interesting glosses both on
the clearances and the clans they destroyed,
but is critical and occasionally funny about
highland nostalgia. “By the time of Walter
Scott”, he reminds us, “all that was left up
there was the scenery”, a fact that hasn’t reg-
istered with the women in their “knitted caps
and tweed coats and walking sticks” who
come in search of “Hebridean lore and
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legend”. There is some clever weaving of
the laird into this scheme – a man “cheerfully
resigned to being an exhibit of the Hebrides”
to the island’s tourists. On the serious subject
of the clearances, McPhee reminds us that
various nineteenth-century progressives,
including Harriet Beecher Stowe, were tac-
itly supportive.

The Crofter and the Laird is an educa-
tional, warmly remembered but at times dry
account of an isolated community. By his
slow and reasoned documentary approach –
itself an anachronism in our age of romantic,
investigative travel literature – McPhee
provides a clear-sighted portrait of a people
frozen between ages.

GUY STEVENSON

Emily Fridlund

HISTORY OF WOLVES

320pp. Weidenfeld and Nicolson. £12.99.
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Emily Fridlund’s Minnesota-set novel,
History of Wolves, is haunted by a dead

child. From the outset, readers know that
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THREE DAUGHTERS OF EVE

384pp. Viking. £14.99.
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In Three Daughters of Eve Elif Shafak cap-
tures the anxious mood of the post-9/11

world. Following the fall of the Twin Towers,
three students at Oxford University – Peri,
Shirin and Mona – enter into a new reality in
which their Muslim identity is regarded with
suspicion and paranoia. Each must separately
struggle with the clash between secularism
and orthodoxy in their own lives. 

Shafak centres her narrative on Peri, who
has spent pretty much her entire life in
Istanbul, except for a few years studying at
Oxford in the early 2000s; the timeline shifts
between the present day, the Oxford years
and her childhood. The household of her
youth is a miniature model of twentieth-
century Turkey. Peri’s mother is a devout
Muslim and her father avowedly secular in
the Atatürk tradition. The young Peri finds
herself caught between their world views.

At Oxford she meets the Iranian Shirin
and Egyptian-American Mona; the three
women then take a life-changing class, sim-
ply entitled “God”, which is taught by a
controversial professor. The headstrong
Shirin is openly contemptuous of piety,
whereas Mona is devoted to her faith. The
vacillating Peri is once again trapped in the
middle. The dialogue between the characters
is extremely engaging, though Mona does
feels underdeveloped. Her faith is never
examined in any depth.

At a TED talk she gave in 2010, Shafak
spoke of using her fiction to imagine the
experience of the “other”, and this seems to
be what she is exploring here. Throughout
this novel, opposites both fascinate and repel
one another. The Three Daughters of Eve is a
perceptive depiction of social conflict as
played out in the microcosm of a friendship –
a novel for an age of mutual, even wilful,
incomprehension between people, religions
and cultures.
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Both translated by Julian Evans

Gallic. Paperback, £8.99 (US $14.95 each).

Michel Déon, who died in 2016 aged
ninety-seven, wrote some fifty novels,

plays and essays which reflected his congeni-
tal anticonformism and cosmopolitan out-
look. He first emerged as part of the small
group of conservative “Hussards” who
resisted the annexation of post-war French
culture by left-wing ideology, existentialist
philosophy and progressive literary tenden-
cies. Like a cornered octopus, the group
squirted black, obscuring ink in all directions.
Déon thought himself more European than
French and in his writings turned a clear,
ironic, disillusioned eye on the human
predicament, his own life and his times. 

Your Father’s Room (2004) is a memoir of
a childhood spent in exotic Monaco, where
his father was an adviser to Prince Louis. He
was taken to tea with the wife of the Turkish
ambassador, was taught injustice by a Catho-
lic priest, and learned to see women, his cool
mother Blanche not least, as unfathomable.
On the other hand, he basked in the affection
shown him by his father whose sudden death
in 1933 left just one of the scars of childhood
which, Déon said, never heal. Though his
novel The Great and the Good was published
earlier, in 1996, it is in some ways a continua-
tion of this account of his childhood. Arthur
Morgan was born in the year his father died
and, aged twenty-two, is awarded a scholar-
ship to an American university, just as Déon
was given a year in New York by the Rocke-
feller Foundation in 1951. Arthur’s mother,
who dotes on him as Blanche never does,
upgrades his berth on the Queen Mary to first
class where he enters a puzzling world of
idiosyncratic, exciting egoisms. He meets
Professor Concannon, polymath and drinker,
who introduces him to a young set who are
precociously knowing. Elizabeth is rich, tal-
ented and strong-willed. Getulio, the glamor-
ous son of Brazil’s recently assassinated
Finance Minister, is unpredictable and a
gambler, while his luminously beautiful sis-
ter bewitches Arthur but remains beyond both
his reach and comprehension. 

The artfully told story of their relationships
is a gaily painted montgolfière, buffeted by
death, disillusionment and fierce joys, and
punctured by aphorisms – “lying to oneself is
easier than lying to others” – so sharp that
they deflate Arthur’s youthful optimism.
Augusta proves as unattainable as the Span-
ish girl whom Déon once loved (and put in all




